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Abstract. A general approachto the generationof ion cyclotron harmonic waves
observedon board the Akebonosatellite in the deep plasmasphereis presented. It is
shownthat during quiet magneticconditionsthe developmentof the hydrodynamic

cyclotron
instability
withgrowth
rate,-/oc
n•/2where
niisthenumber
density
of
the hot heavy ions, is suppressedby the field-alignedinhomogeneityof the dipole

magneticfield. The instabilityis, in this case,controlled
by the weakresonant
interaction of the waves and the trapped particles with growth rate -/oc ni. The

wavesare generatedby a kinetic instabilityinvolvinghot helium ions with a
ring-like distribution. Such ions are present in the magnetosphereduring quiet
magneticconditions. A simple analytical model of this instability accountingfor
the inhomogeneityof the ambient magnetic field is used. It is shown that the
ULF wave observationsduring quiet times on board the Akebonosatellite are in a
reasonableagreementwith the presenttheoretical approach.

1.

Introduction

a long period of time, and if the distribution of the particles is unstable, the wave amplitudes will grow.
Wave generation can occur in the Earth's magneThe first observationsof magnetosonicwaves in the
tosphere, for example, when wave packets repeatedly
transverse waveguide were provided by Russell et al.
crossamplification regionswhere the hot particles have
[1970]. Later, thesefindingswereconfirmedin a numunstable velocity distributions. Such a situation may

ber of satellitemissions[e.g.,Gurnet• 1976;PertaUt et

appear,for example,in the caseof electromagnetic

al., 1978, 1982; Laakso et al., 1990; Olsen et al., 1987i

ion Cyclotronwave generation[Kennel and Petschek,
Gurnett and Inan, 1988; Kokubunet al., 1991; Liu et
1966]. This is realizedowingto the magneticfocusing
al., 1994; Kasahara et al., 1992, 1994]. The generation
of Alfv6n wavesand their reflectionfrom the conjugate
of these waveshas been interpretedin terms of a hyionospheresat the opposite ends of the magnetic field
drodynamiccyclotroninstability of the toroidal wavegtubes. On the contrary, magnetosonicwaves do not
uide when a lossconeor ring-like population of hot ions

experience magnetic focusing. Their trajectories are
more complicatedcurves. Actually, they rapidly escape
the region of resonantinteraction and disappearowing
to dispersion. A favorable situation may appear in a
specificregion in the deep plasmaspherewhere a trans-

is present[Guglielmiet al., 1975;Pertaut et al., 1978,

1982; Pokhotelovet al., 1997]. The localizationof the
emissionsas well as their direction of propagation and
polarizationwere foundto be in a reasonableagreement
with the theory of magnetosonicwave generation in a
versewaveguidefor magnetosonic
Wavesexists[see,e.g., toroidal waveguideinside the plasmasphere.
Guglielmiand Pokhotelov,1996]. The wavestrapped in
It should be noted that when consideringthe instathis region may interact with the resonant particles over
bility mechanism,two important effectswere not taken
into account in the above mentioned papers. On one
hand, the treatment of the instability mechanismwas,
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for simplicity,restrictedto flute perturbations,
which
impliesthat the derivative
ofthewavefieldE alongthe
longitudinalcoordinates(alongthe backgroundmagnetic field) vanishes,i.e., dE/dz ---O. Sucha simplifica-
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the polarization characteristics of the observed waves
sincethe ratio of the amplitudesof the right-hand and

left-handmodeslosesits physicalsense.Thesefeatures
may only be explainedif the effectsof finite dE/dz
are taken into account while consideringthe instability mechanism.On the other hand, the ambient mag26,585
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netic field B0 was assumed to be homogeneous,i.e.,

HARMONICS

The paper is organizedin the followingway. In sec-

dBo/dz -- O. This is certainlynot the casein the real tion 2 we derive the wave equation for magnetosonic
magnetosphere. In what follows we will demonstrate wavespropagating at large anglesto the external magthat under certain conditions this simplification is jus- netic field in a toroidal waveguide. Assumingthat the
tified if the growth rate of the instability is sufficiently transversewavelength is much shorter than the longilarge and particlesdo not have enoughtime to feel the tudinal one, we deduce a model wave equation. Section
magneticfield inhomogeneity.Sucha situation was an- 3 is devotedto the study of a kinetic type instability
alyzedby Pertaut et al. [1978, 1982]usingthe GEOS- in an inhomogeneousmagnetic field. The transition to
i data at rather high altitudes, and it was analyzed the hydrodynamic limit is presented. The application
in the deep plasmasphere during magnetic storms by of the theory to the analysisof the Akebonodata is
Pokhotelovet al. [1997]when the wavesare driven by given in section 4.
hot hydrogenor oxygen ions with ring-like distributions
of perpendicularvelocities.
2. Reduced Wave Equation for the
ULF

emissions related

to the harmonics

of the he-

Magnetosonic Mode.

lium ion gyrofrequencywere observedby Kokubun et al.

Let us now consider a low-frequency wave propa[1991]duringquiet magneticconditions.In this casethe
wavesare subjectto slowgrowth, and the field line inho- gating at a large angle to the external magneticfield
mogeneityof the ambient magneticfield may be impor- B0 in an inhomogeneousmulticomponent plasma. The
tant. This can be seen by the following simple consid- plasmais taken to be composedof cold hydrogenand
eration. As we know, the wave emissionis localized in helium ions and a small fraction of hot ions. We choose
the vicinity of the equatorialregion,wherethe Earth's a Cartesian systemof coordinateswith the z axis along
magneticfield B0 may be expandedaccordingto the the ambient magnetic field and the x axis along the
parabolic
approximation
B0 = B,q[1+ (9/2)(z/LRE)2], waveguideaxis. Making useof Faraday'sand Ampere's
where L is the McIllwain parameter, RE is the Earth's laws, we write the equation describingsmall oscillations
radius,and B•q is the equatorialvalueof the geomag- of the electromagneticfield as

neticfield. If the wavegrowthis controlled
by the linear
growthrate ffœ,then duringthe time 1/ffœ,a particle
will be displaceda distancevi/ffL, wherevi standsfor

V x (Vx E)-(;o2/c2)E-ilzo;O
• e•Niv•
(a)

a characteristic velocity of the hot helium ions. The

variationof the gyrofrequency
duringthis displacement
is then
eq

where E is the wave electric field, w is the wave fre-

quency,ej, Nj, and vj are the electriccharge,number
density,and velocity of the cold species,respectively,
and/z0 is the permeability of free space. The current
density J on the right-hand side is induced by the hot

An.,+
=n.,+--n•,+_•• ('y•LRE
)2' (1) ions.

The longitudinalinhomogeneity
of the magneticfield
Kokubun et al. [1991] reported results from the
can be neglectedif •; >> Af•u,+. For the hydro- first eight months of Akebono data after the launch

dynamiccyclotron
instabilityqL c• (ha,+/Ns,+)1/2, in February 1989. They observedmultiband magnewhere nn,+/Nn,+ is the ratio of the hot and cold he- tosonic waves related to the helium-ion gyrofrequency
liumionnumberdensities.Thenit followsfrom(1) that and its harmonics during relatively quiet times. Fol-

-1+ • andthustheneglect
ofthelongitudi-lowing these measurements,we restrict our study to
A•He+C•nHe
hal inhomogeneity
of the magneticfieldisjustifiedonly the frequencyrange f•H+ >> 0½> •He+ , wheref•H+
for relativelyactivemagnetospheric
conditions,when and f•n,+ are the proton and helium gyrofrequencies,
the densityof the hot particlesis sufficientlyhigh,that respectively. In this approximation the electrons have
is, when
an E x B0 drift acrossthe ambient magneticfield and

r/n'+
---Nn,+
>>r/n'+
= • (LRE)
2C•H
ran,+'

a fast motion along the magnetic field with the velocity v,,• - -(ie/wm,)E,•, wherem, is the electronmass
and e is the magnitude of the electroniccharge. On

the other 'of the decnanu,-' owi•agto the ........
nigh mooul•y
trons, we can neglectthe motion of the protonsand the
liumionsandcan = Bo/(•oNH+mH+)
1/2istheAlfv•n helium ions along the magnetic field. The velocitiesof
velocitydefinedby the protondensityNH+ and mass the protons and the helium ions perpendicular to the
m•/+. For typical magnetosphericconditionsin the
magneticfield have the followingstandard form:

where rs,+ stands for the ion Larmor radius of hot he-

deep plasmasphere
this inequalityis satisfiedonly for
relatively disturbed magnetosphericconditions.On the
contrary,at quiet times this inequalityis not satisfied,
and the above mentionedeffects,which have been neglected in the previousstudies, must be taken into account.

Ex•

'"

Bo

•

E

f•Y+ Bo

ia.+ It,+ i a-+ (r, x

Vx•t'+
-- a•Bo i - •'+

,

(a)
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The experimental data show that the wave vector

where• -- B0/B0 is the unit vectoralongthe geomag-

of the magnetosonicmode has an averageangle of
Similarto Le Qudauet al. [1993]and Pokhotelovet about 70ø to the ambient magneticfield for most cases
al. [1997],we substituteexpressions
(4)into (3) (thus [Kokubunet al., 1991;Kasaharaet al., 1994;Liu et al.,
restrictingourselves
in the followingto the caseof two 1•4]. Thus the waveequations(5)-(7) may be further simplifiedconsidering
5 = (c/wnñ)dlnE/dz as a
dominantions,protons,and heliumions)and obtain
small parameter, 5 << 1. Expandingthese equationsin
powersof 5, we thus find in leadingorder
netic field.

00
2dz 1- -• dz +sñEx
+igEy
-

c2 d2Ex

(2sñ
- n•)w2dz2 •-[zñ
(sñ- n})- g2]E•
-

ell

(5)

sow s0w
2dz n•-Sll

g

+ igj),

CoEñW

(10)

where derivativesof higher order have been neglected.
c deE
w2dz2 !-(Eñ
- n})Ey
- igEz
- i./,,, (6) Flute perturbations(d/dz - 0) in a coldplasma(when

jz,y = 0) yieldthe well-known
dispersion
relationfor

and

inxc d

i

-•-- d-•E•
+ (n•- Eii)Ez
= --jz.

(7)

the extraordinarymode [Pokhotelov
et al., 1997]'

c2w2--we2ø
=0.

D(w)
--n• c•.w2- W2b/

Herenñ = kñc/w is the refractiveindex(ñ meansperpendicularto B0), E0 is the permittivity of free space,

andthe dielectric
constants
Eñ, g, andEllaredefined When deriving(10), it wasassumedthat the derivatives
of perturbations are greater than those of unperturbed

by

values:OlnE•/Oz >> (OlnBo/Oz, Oln N/Oz).
Combiningthis inequality with the condition 5 << 1,

C2 W(Wco
-- •He+)

C•H W2_ •.te+

wefindthatit isnecessary
thatkñ >>kll>>(LRz)-1.
This givesthe validity conditionfor the "straight-field
line approximation" that will be used here.
3.

wherew• = •He+(1 + p•) 1/2is the bi-ionfrequency,

Evaluation

of the

Growth

Rate

Let us start with the standardexpressionfor the perWco----•He+ (1 + Pb/) is the cutoff frequency,p• =
turbed
distribution function,
(NHe+mHe+/NH+mH+)
is the ratio of the coldhelium

andproton
mass
densities,
andwpe- (Nee2/Eome)
1/2is

fi= e (E+vxB)•dt,
OF_, (11)

the Lungmuirfrequency.The quasi-neutralitycondition
mi
is Ne -- NH+ +NHe++nHe++nH+, wherethe hot hydrogenand heliumnumberdensitiesnil+ and nile+ are as- where E and B are the perturbations of the electric
sumed to be much smaller than the densities of the cold
and magnetic fields, F is the equilibrium distribution
plasmaspecies,
that is,the plasmaquasineutrality
is ba- function for the hot helium ions, and the integration is
sicallysustainedby the coldspecies,N• •_ Ns+ + NHe+- carried out along the trajectoriesof the particles.
The magneticfield componentsof the wave can be
Integrating(11) by a methoddescribedby Kaladze
expressed
by the electricfield components.For the et al. [1976],we obtain
analysisof wavepolarizationit is customaryto introduce the right-handBR = Bx- iBy and left-hand

fi

BL = B• + iBy components,
whichareconnected
with
electric field componentsby the relations
Bn

=

BL

....

i d(E• - iEy)

-w

dz

+

inñ
c

t

x/ dt'S.(t,
+iJ.
Ey (12)
OF(
nJnE
'),

E•

1d(Ex
+iEy) inñ
Ez.
dz
c

w

e • exp(i•sina
ina)

mi

(9) whereS. (t,t') isdefined
by
t

A further simplificationcan be made owingto the high
mobility of electronsalongthe field line resultingin the

S.(t,t')
=exp[i•(tt')-i.f f•Ue+(t")dt"].
(13)

condition
n}/Ell-. O. Usingthisfact,wecanneglect

Here J. is the Besselfunction,• = kñvñ/f•He+, a is the
the hot particlesin (5). Owingto the samereason,the pitch anglebetweenthe velocityvectorandthe ambient
contributionof the field-alignedelectricfield in (9) is magnetic field, and the prime denotesthe derivative

the contribution of the field-alignedcurrent inducedby

small.

with respect to •.

26,588
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We then write the currents as follows:

Herevii meansthe modulus
ofthe parallelvelocity,and
we have introduced the index •r, which has the value
+1 for particles moving in the positive direction along
the field line and -1 for those moving in the opposite

mile+
--oo

0

direction. When calculatingthe right-hand side of the
wave equation, we must sum over •r.

• ;'.).•(t'),

x dvll
$•(t,t')• •

g

bounce
witha periodr = jqdZ/Vll
, wherevii- [2(e/•B0)]•/:•. Owingto thisperiodicity,
we canmakea

(14)
and

t

transition from the infinite integral in (16) to a finite
integral over one bounce motion, using the following
considerations.For this purposethe integral in (16)

ie-•--•
•nf fv•dvñ

jy= mile+

--oo

In a longitudinally inhomogeneousmagnetic field,
particles are trapped between the mirror points and

0

may be representedas a sum of integralswhere eachintegral is taken along the time during one bounce; that
is,

xf d,•,
$.(t,
t')o•
J"
• eñj,,•)E•(t,).
g
OF
,(nJ,•
(15)

t

Substituting(la) and (15)into (10), we obtain

t

f

-oo

- 1+

t-r

t-2r

• dz• •D(•)E•(...}tit'+ ...

ig2e2
• v•dvñ

t-(n+l)r

eøwe2ñmHe+
-oo0
oo

(21)

Makingthe substitutiont' - t"-nw in eachnth integral
and taking into account that

2

xf •v,S•(t,t')•T
• eñj,,)E•(t').
g
OF
(nJ,
(16)

T

$•(t,t'--nr)
--&(t,t')exp[in
f (co
--nQi)dt],

If the magneticfield is homogeneous,
then (13) reduces

0

to

$,•(t,t')-exp[i(w-inQne+)(t-t')].

(17)

we then

obtain

Substitutingthis to (16), we finallyhave

D(•)- •"•+•
n•+•(•o- n.•+)(•
•NH,+ wa(w_ nnH,+)(w2_ W•o)
•

n • j, Ova'
xf dv•dVll
•J•g
OF

t

+exp
2if(w- nQi)dt
+...)f {...}dt'

(lS)

0

r

Equation(18) coincides
with the corresponding
expr•
sionby Pokhotelovet al. [1997]that w• calculat• for

t

-=[1-expi
f (w
- n•i)dt]-l
f (...)dt
'. (22)

0
t-•
the c•e of hot oxygenions. Near the helium harmonics
w • n•H•+ we find the followingapproximate•timate
The integral over t' on the right-hand sidecan be transfor the gro•h rate:
formed as follows:

c•H

•H•+,

(19)

where vT is the thermal velocity of hot helium ions.
In a lon•tudinally inhomogen•us magneticfield it is

-r/2

t

neticmomentp = v2/2B0(v is the particlevelocity),

f {..)at'- [ {..}tit'+f {..}tit'+
f{..}dt'--

J

d

d

d

t-r

-r/2

0
Z2

i{exp[-irrM(Zl,
z)]
sin
M(z1
2:2)
{..)
cos
M(z2,
gt)dg
z1

+icr
f dz--•{..}
exp[icrM(z',
z)]}[1-expi
f (•-nn,)at],
zl

v•dv•
0

dVll=

Bo •.

vii

(20)

t

t--•'

customa•to introducethe ener• e = v2/2 andmagwhich are integrals of motion.
Mor•ver, we can changeto an integration overener•
and magnetic momentsa•ording to the relation

0

vii

0

(2a)

where
M(Zl,z2) = f•2(w- n•i)dZ/Vll.The•rror
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pointsz• and32aredefined
fromthe equation
vii-- 0. where the slowly varying values have been replaced
Here we usedthe fact that (becausethe numberof particlesmovingin both directionsare equal)

by their equatorialoneswheneverpossible(the correspondingsuperscriptsare omitted). In (26) the val-

E•[z(t)] - E•[z(w - t)].

ues of the dielectric constantsand the argumentsof the
Besselfunctionsare also taken at the equator. In order

(24)

to reveal the effects of the resonant

We then obtain

interaction

of the

wave with the particles, we use the expansion

D(CO)E•
- C(co)
dz2

cot
M(Z1,
Z2)
--CO•b
Z co-- n•He+
I -- kcob
, (27)
71'k=-oo

2e2Zn -Cocomile+
k2-L

vii

n

z_t_

whereCO
b -- 27r/r standsfor the bouncefrequency.In
(27) the denominator1/(co- nflne+- kcob)must be
_

interpreted in the Landau sense;that is,

cosM(Zl, z)

dz

. ,

1

x 'sin
M(Zl,Z2)
WEx(z
)cos
M(z',
32)

y-•0 co-- nf•He+ -- kcob

2:1

p[
- f dZEx(z')sinM(z',z)
,

_

(25)

2:1

]--iIrS(co
--n•He+
--kcob),
(28)

where P denotesthe Cauchy principal value and the
bar stands for the averagevalue of the bounce motion:

whereC(co)- c2/co2(1
+ g2/e•) andG -- or/oz +
B•-•OF/Op.It follows
from.(25)thattheperturbation
of the current is related to the perturbation of the electric field, although not locally as in the case of a longitudinally homogeneousmagnetic field. It is therefore
now quite difficult to find the eigenfrequenciesof the
oscillations. However, to establish the instability conditions, one doesnot need to know the frequencybut only
the sign of its imaginary part. In our casethis can be
found by means of integral relations. This situation is
to a certain extent analogousto that used in the analysis of MHD

1

instabilities.

f•He
+__
f vlT•He
dz+

(29)

--

Now supposingco-- n•He+ -[-ilL, wherethe helium

gyrofrequency
is taken at the equator,and usingthe
expansions

D(CO)
• D(CO)•.,=.n.•+
+(co
- n•He+)
•

(30)

We can now take into account

the processesof resonant interaction between particles
and waves,and we must therefore introduce a complex
(31)
functional. The real part of this functional corresponds we may obtain two •uations which define the real and
to the total energy of the oscillations,and the imagi- imaginaryparts of (26). For the real part we have
nary part characterizesthe energy balance between the
wave and the resonant particles.

D(nf•se+
) IE•[•dz+C(nf•e+
) •

Integrating (25) over z, we obtain the integralequa-

dz• 0,

tion

(32)
where the correspondingcontributions from the hot

particlesare neglected(they are muchsmallerthan the
contributionsof a coldplasma).

D(co)IEz12
dz+C(co)-•z dz-

•ocok•
-Zn mile+
(•He+
BødEd]'LG
n

Calculationof the imaginarypart of (26) givesthe

expressionof the growth rate of the instability,

%/w = -

2C2(
cocø
-- •He+)(n2•2He+
-- •i)
NHe+
nS(n2n•e+
1

x'øø
f l E= I2dz+ OD(w)/Ow
fid=E= I•z I2dzl
2

+

--

(z')cosM(z'32)
'

2:1

•1

2:1

2:1

vii •

(z')sinM(z'32)

d.•_z
(z')cos
M(z',
32)5(co-n•ne+
- kcob),
(33)
sinM(z',z)]
'

(26)
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where

the external magnetic field. In this regionthe magnetic
field may be representedin the form

---2c•-• 1+ (n2•-•he+
_o3•/.)
2,
(34)

Bo--Beq1+ • LRE '

and

C2

(38)

whereBeq corresponds
to the equatorialvalueof the

(Odco
-- Odbi

magnetic field.
2)n4•"•e+
--- 2• 1+2•26•+
- •o
•.• ]' Earth's
Using(38), we may calculateWband M(z, z2),

(35)

It should be noted that only the terms on the right-

hand side of (26), which containthe delta functions,
contributeto the imaginarypart of (26). The expression for the growth rate may be further simplified if
one comparesthe first and secondterms in the square

bracketsin the denominatorof (33). Their ratio is of

the orderof 1/•2 )) 1. Thuswecanneglect
the contribution of the secondterm in this expression,and the
growth rate may be reducedto the form

2C2(03co
-- •'•He+
)(n2•'•te+
-- 03•i
)
NHe+n2(n2•'•he
+ --o3c2o)0D(o3)/0o3
flex 12dz
2

wherethe particlemirror pointsZ2,1are determinedby

=
k=-oo

x

n

For simplicity we consider the case when the helium
ions are localized in the vicinity of the top of the field
line. This correspondsto the case of strongly trapped

ga.

--Ez(z') cos
M(z',z2)

particles,
i.e., vii << va_.Substituting
(39) and(ao) in

vii

(37), we obtainthe expression
for I in the form
_

XS(W-- n•He+ -- kwb),

(36)

2

E•I Beq
E /dlzdEv3bGeq
•Jn
n

wherewOD(w)/Ow< O.
From the expression
for the growthrate (36) it follows that similarly to the case with disturbed conditions, there is a possibility for the growth of both the
super-Alfv•nic and the sub-Alfv•nic branches. How-

X jp2(n•)•(•-- n•He+
-- 2pwb),

(41)

where

.•__•"•hqe
+E- •taeq
ß
(42)
bility the growthrate (36) is definedby the interaction
4Wb laBeq
of the wave with the resonantparticlesdue to the resFrom(41) it followsthat onlyevenbounceresonances
onant condition w -- n•2m.++ kwb. The growth rate
give
contributionsin (41).
of this kineticinstabilityis proportionalto the relative
For
the occurrenceof the instability it is necessary
density of hot and cold ions, and it is much weakerthan
that I > 0. Such a situation may appear in casesof
that in the caseof hydrodynamicinstability.
ever, in contrast to the caseof the hydrodynamicinsta-

Now let us considerthe necessaryconditionsfor the

instability. It followsfrom (36) that the sign of the
growth rate dependson the sign of the integral I,

! = •-• [,•,,,•:n.....•_ •Jn g r
x

dff

-

--Ex(z')cosM(z',z2)5(w- nfis•+-

"bump-on-tail," "losscone,"or "ring-like"distributions

of the hot helium ions. All these distributions have nec-

essaryfree energyfor the excitation of waves.Because
we do not know the actual form of the distribution

func-

tion, we may choosethe simplest caseof ring-like distribution of helium ions,

F = nHe+•(V
--V0)

2Vo2,

(43)

wherev = x/• andv0 is the heliumion "ring"velocity. It shouldbe noted that thesering-like distribution
In order to obtain the qualitative estimation of the
growth rate we note that in the region of the wave localization we can use the parabolic approximation of

functions
for magnetospheric
ionsweresystematically
observed
whenmagnetosonic
wavesweredetected[Pertaut et al., 1982]. Then the expression
for I reads
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where Ai(x) is the Airy functionof the first kind de-

•He+71-2
{ Exeq
{2A2
eq
2
2nf•He+vo

I
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finedasAi(x) - 7r-1 f0 cos(ta/3+xt).
Using
theformula
[Gradshteynand Ryzhilq1980],

p

I

-2nAoJp(nAp)J•(nAp)
(oJ,,

/.._1cos(a.)d.
--•(•t)COS
(--•)
, (49)
0

(44)
we find that

and

F(1/3)2-2/3

eq -- •P•b

J,.(m)
• 7r31/6ml/3m• 1.

k_L
Vo

eq
Ap
= CO--Tt•'•He+
2nwb , •0--•He
+, A--LRe
3.

(45)

Let us consider the excitation

of waves with the fre-

quenciesequal to the harmonicsof gyrofrequenciesof
eq

(50)

Replacingin Obthe sumby integrationoverp, we finally

obtain
Ob• (nf•q•+/cob)1/3
Since
forrealconditions
ß

eq

intheEarth'smagnetosphere,
f•H•+/cob
• LRe/PHi+•

102, the accountof bounceresonances
leadsto the am-

strongly
trappedheliumions,co-- nf•He
+. In thiscase, plification of the growth rate by a factor of 5.
(44) reducesto

Combining(36) and (47), we nowobtainthe following
estimate for the growth rate of the instability:

I----•He+7r2lE•eq
{2A2
0

-

('

2n•q•+v(•
[lq-Ob]
•0•J0(J,,
n g

if/co-NH
nHo+
e+½•H
Vo
2 \(n•He+
COb
)1/3

(46)

(51)

where
Ob: p=l
• J•(P)andthevalue
ofPmax
isdeter- Thefactor(Vt•He+/COb)
1/3arises
owingto theinfluence
mined kom the r•onant condition and •uals Pm• •

•Heeq+•2•.

For the •tual conditionsthis value is

large. Thus we haveto retain a large numberof terms

of the bounceeffects,and it leads to a slight amplification of the growth rate by a factor of 5. Certainly, it
would be desirableto presenta completeanalysisof the

growthrate (36) in somereal geometry,for example,in
in the sum over p.
For the occurrence of the instability it is necessary dipole approximationof the geomagneticfield. In order

that I ) 0. •om (46) onemay seethat the •owth rate to provide a proper analysisof the growth rate of the
is negativefor smallarguments,
•0 - k•v/•se
eq+ • 1, instability in dipole geometry, it is better to use numerand b•omes positive at sufficientlyhigh ring velocity
v0. Then it becomesoscillating for large •0. These oscillations reflect interferenc•

betw•n

B•sel

ical methods. However, this is an elaborate problem
and will be presented in a separate paper.

•nctions.

We considerthem • unphysicalb•ause they would not

4.

Discussion

and

Conclusions

appearwith smoothdistributionfunctions.In order to
The analysis presented above showsthat the theory
obtain an explicit expre•ion for a marginal instability,
of
the cyclotroninstability during quiet conditionsmust
let us considerthe li•ting case of a high n numbers
be corrected by taking into account the longitudinal
when n )) 1. In this c•e the expression(46) reduces
inhomogeneityof the geomagneticfield. Under quiet
to
conditions there exists a weaker kinetic instability with
a growth rate proportional to the ratio of hot and cold
nlt•+7r2lE?
{:2
A292
I __
[1-kOb](J•+2(oJ.J'.),
(47) ion densities. The growth of the wavesarisesOwing
eq
2 2
2rt•He+
V0e_k
to the existence of bounce cyclotron resonanceswith
trapped particles. The bounce resonanceslead to an
Theinstability
occurs
whenj,2+ 2•oJ•J',< O.
Now we analyze the role of bounce resonances.For additional increasein the wave growth of the order of
that purposewe calculate Ob, taking into accountthat
in the sum over p the terms with p >> 1 give the princi-

(nf•H•+/COb)
1/a. However,
thisadditional
increase
does

not turn out to be very large for the actual conditions

pal contribution.Making useof asymptoticrepresenta- in the deep plasmasphere.
The main aim of this paper was to formulate the gention of BesselfunctionJ,•(x) for largevaluesof index
eral
criteria for the generation of ULF waveswith disand argument,i.e., m >> 1 and x >> 1 [e.g., Gradshteyn
crete
spectrum in the deep plasmasphere. Certainly,
and Ryzhik,1980],
much work has to be done, for example, by using numerical methods in order to obtain a more quantitative

Jr,(x) --

Ai

(m - x) ,

(48) agreementwith the observations.Another problemmay
be connectedwith the possiblespreadingof the reso-
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nance peaks in the vicinity of helium gyrofrequencies
due to thermal effectsof the backgroundplasma and
due to the dependenceof the bouncefrequencyon energy and pitch angle. However, the correspondingfrequency shift causedby the thermal effectsis much nar-

rowerthanthewidthoftheresonance
peakandthus?n

the Akebonodata. On the other hand, belowthe bi-ion
frequencythe wavesare subjectto a parametricdecay
instability.

One of the important featuresof observations
is wave

polarization.This wasstudiedby analyzingthe lbs I
/ I BL I ratio. From (9) it followsthat this ratio

be neglected. (This can be provensimilarly as in the
workof Guglielmiet al. [1975].)Also,the broadening
of

is larger than unity for the super-Alfv6nicmode and
leasthan unity for the sub-Alfv6nicmode. The magemission lines caused by the correspondingintegration netosonicwavesregisteredby Kokubunet al. [1991]
overphasespacedoesnot affectmuchsincethe ratio during quiet conditionsgenerallysatisfiedthe condition
of the helium gyrofrequencyto the bounce frequency I Bs I>l BL I-However,in somecases
it wasnotedthat
eq

is large,•He+/Wb
• LRE/rHe+
• 102,underrealisticI Br I waslargerthan lbs I- Thusthe probabilityfor
magnetospheric conditions.
When deriving the expressionfor the growth rate

the appearanceof a super-Alfv6nicmode was more fa-

(36), it was assuraedthat the wave growth is slower
than the typical ti•ne of bouncemotion, i.e.,

It wouldbe importantto providemodelcalculations
of the growthrate (36) with the specificdistribution

Accordingto the estimation(51), we have

functions obtained from the actual satellite data. Un-

vorable.

n4/3(rHe+/Ll•z)2/3
, wherefortherationHe+/NHe+
we fortunately,the low-energy
particle(LEP) instrument
have substituted its boundary value r/H,+
*
fromthe ex-

pression(2). Thus the necessaryinequalityfollowsif

rHe+/LRz << 1/n2, whichis certainlysatisfied
for the
actual observationssince accordingto Kokubun et al.

[1991],the observedharmonicnumbersare n _<10 in
most

cases.

The ULF emission
observations
by Kokubunet al.
[1991]duringrelativelyquiet magneticconditionsdemonstratedtheir dosecorrelationwith the He+ gyrofrequency and its harmonics. According to our model,
these oscillationscan result from a loss cone or ringlike resonantinstability with 7r cr nile+, leading to the
excitation of ULF emissionsnear the helium ion cy-

of ExosD [Mukai et al., 1990]wasnot operatedat low
latitudesbecauseof radiation problems. Moreover,it
is yet unclearby which mechanismthe heavyions,for
example,the oxygenor helium ions, are acceleratedto
ring current energiesduring enhancedmagneticactivity. They may be accelerated
by perpendicular
heating,
whichleadsto the generationof ion conics[Sharpet al.,
1977;Gorneyet al., 1981;Le Qudauet al., 1993]or by
a potential drop betweenthe ionosphereand the magnetosphere
[Shelleyet al., 1976;Petersonet al., 1993].
An alternativemechanism
proposed
recentlyby Thorne

andHorne[1994]involves
the cyclotronresonant
inter-

actionwithintense
electromagnetic
ioncyclotron
waves.

clotronfrequencyand its harmonics.Duringintense The most completeanalysisof ELF emissionswith
magneticstorms,a high densityof ionospheric
O+ ions discretespectrumobservedon boardthe Akebonosatelis observed, and the minimum value of the Dst index

lite wasofferedby Kasaharaet al. [1992,1994].They

showsa remarkablecorrelationwith r/o+ = no+/No+.

have examinedELF wave data of 221 orbits tracked at

The latter can attain values as large as 70ø during in-

Kagoshima
SpaceCenterin Japanfrom April 1989to

tensestorms[Thorneand Horne, 1997].A changeto a

October 1990. The ELF emissionswere classifiedinto

stronger
hydrodynamic
instability
with-y• (no+)•/2is two types:One (typeA) is the ordinaryion cyclotron
then possible. These instabilitiesmay generateboth wavebelowthe localprotoncyclotronfrequency
with
sub-Alfv6nic and super-Alfv6nicwaves near the he- a clearcutoffabovethe localcyclotronfrequencies
of
lium/oxygengyrofrequency
harmonics.A typicalex- heavyions suchas helium or oxygen,and the other
to be a magnetosonic
waveobampleof multibandemissions
observed
duringa great (typeB) wasassumed
storm on March 24, 1991, was presentedby Liu et al. servedals0abovethe local ion cyclotronfrequencies.

[1994].The wavesexperience
complexnonlinearinter- The subjectof our studycorresponds
to the type B
actions,which can be studied by meansof a detailed emission.
data analysis. However, it is important to note that
Kasaharaet al. [1992,1994]estimatedthe refractive
the super-Alfv6nic and sub-Alfv•nic modes have a dif- indexof magnetosonic
wavesby usingonecomponent

ferentnonlinearbehavior.This can be understood
by of the electricfieldobserved
by a 60-mtip-to-tipwire
noting that the conditions for three-wave interaction

antennaandthreecomponents
of the magneticfieldob-

(k• + k2 - ks andw•+w2 -- w3)areautomatically
sat- servedby threeorthogonal
searchcoilantennas.
In genisfiedfor the sub-Alfv•nicmodebut not for the super- eral, they foundthat the refractiveindexfor type B
Alfv•nic mode. This leads to a different scenario for the

emissionwasbetween100 and 300, whichfits well with
waveenergycascadingin differentfrequencyranges.On our assumptions.The waveswere foundto propagate
onehand, abovethe cutofffrequencythe nonlinearevo- in the azimuthal
directioncloseto the equatorial
plane,
lution is controlledonly by the inducedscatteringof as was assumedin our study. In addition,Kasaharaet
waveswith thermal plasma. Owing to the conservation al. [1994]madea three-dimensional
ray-tracing
study
of the total energy,this leads to the accumulationof in a cold plasmamodel includingthe effectof multiwave energy in the low harmonics as was observed in

component
ions. They suggested
that the propagation
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perpendicularto the geomagneti.
c meridian plane is possible as the result of density gradient such as plasmapause. Statistical analysispresentedby Kasahara et al.
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